
JEPPESEN TERMINAL CHARTS NOW AVAILABLE 
THROUGH HONEYWELL GODIRECT FLIGHT BAG 
PRO PLATFORM
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Jeppesen data enhances GoDirect user experience on iPad or front panel avionics for 
business aviation operators

Boeing through its subsidiary Jeppesen, today announced the continued integration of 
data services for business aviation operators with the introduction of Jeppesen’s global 
digital terminal chart data to the Honeywell GoDirect Flight Bag Pro electronic flight bag 
platform.

The Honeywell GoDirect Flight Bag Pro app allows business aviation pilots to create flight 
plans, view weather conditions and access flight briefing information through a unified 
user platform. Now with Jeppesen chart access, operators will be able to make more 
informed decisions while researching an airport, selecting departure procedures while 
flight planning or referencing their trip kit information.

Jeppesen charts are easily accessed through the GoDirect platform. Operators sign in to 
access their Jeppesen data subscription and download the charts they need for their flight.

“Many Honeywell GoDirect customers are also Jeppesen data subscribers, and strong 
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Reagan, Jeppesen OEM Client Management. “This data integration continues a long-
standing relationship between the companies to provide trusted Jeppesen data across 
numerous popular Honeywell avionics systems.”

Jeppesen navigation data (NavData) is developed from a comprehensive aviation database, which 
is composed of more than one million records. To ensure accuracy, Jeppesen flight information 
analysts edit and verify approximately 150,000 database transactions generated from worldwide 
aviation data source documents during every 28-day revision cycle.

For further detail on the industry-leading navigation operations, training and optimization solutions 
provided by Jeppesen, visit www.jeppesen.com.
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